
A single, secure platform connecting 
you directly to your assets.

ktrack is an IoT platform that provides seamless and 
automated data insight about your most critical 
assets, enabling you to make informed decisions.

What it tracks:

Transform manual 
processes and reduce 
risk whilst driving 
efficiency, ensuring 
compliance, and  
improving safety.

The intelligent tracking 
platform that automates 
and optimises daily tasks 
and services. 

ktrack provides immediate visibility 
and traceability of business assets, 
automating insight and releasing 
search time for busy  teams.

Real-time location 
awareness 
and status validation.

Healthcare

Instant location insight for beds, medical devices, 
oxygen cylinders, pumps and patient journeys in 
healthcare.

Environment

Air quality, temperature and other environmental 
insights to support safer location management.

Manufacturing

Tools, inventory, componentry and product 
tracking for better inventory management and 
improved decision making.

Pupil and Patient Journeys

Real-time views for pupil and patient 
journeys with fleet and operational insights to 
improve safety, utiisation and communication.

Data

Instant and actionable data to inform decision 
making, maximise efficiencies and unburden 
teams. 

Unburden your teams by 
providing automated 
insight and instant 
visibility.

Optimise your workflows 
and reduce operational 
overheads.
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Digital mapping of your building or geo-location 
provides instant visual representation of critical 
asset locations

Count and filter specific assets within key zones

Global search functionality for a specific asset or 
group of assets

Mobile kscan application for asset detection by 
staff in unmonitored locations

Business logic for alerting and notifications 

Workflow automated requests

API library for interoperability with other platforms 
for future scalability and to ensure no siloed data
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Multi-location and application approach including 
in-building, regional and global location visibility

Full audit and traceability of asset movement and 
predictive placement across asset lifecycle

Powerful dashboard reporting  
incorporates customer-specific KPIs

ktrack ensures 
teams have the 
assets needed  to 
deliver  against 
assigned tasks or 
services.

Optional predictive 
notifications to alert 
to risks and/or 
asset constraint

Real-time data 
management for 
remote planning 
and compliance
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